How do children evaluate complex causal events? This study investigates preschoolers’ representation of force dynamics in causal scenes, asking whether (a) children understand how single and dual forces impact an object’s movement and (b) this understanding varies across cause types (Cause, Enable, Prevent). Three-and-a-half- to 5.5-year-olds ($n = 60$) played a board game in which they were asked to predict the endpoint of a ball being acted upon by one or two forces. Children mostly understood the interactions of forces underlying each type of cause; only 5.5-year-olds could integrate two contradictory forces. Children perceive force interactions underlying causal events, but some concepts might not be fully understood until later in childhood. This study provides a new way of thinking about causal relations.

Consider the everyday events of an ordinary playground: children throwing Frisbees, blocking soccer balls, and helping each other push their friends on the swing. Psychologists tend to describe these complex scenes with simple causal mechanisms (Michotte, 1963) or chains of simple causes (e.g., Ballezgeon, 1994; Cohen, Rundell, Spellman, & Cashon, 1999; Leslie, 1982, 1984; Oakes & Cohen, 1990; Rakinson & Krogh, 2012; Saxe, Tenenbaum, & Carey, 2005; Saxe, Tzelnic, & Carey, 2007). In this article, we move beyond this simple Michottean causality and examine how children process complex causal scenes in light of force dynamics theory. Defined as the interaction between entities in space resulting from multiple forces (Talmy, 1988; Wolff, 2003, 2007), force dynamics encompasses not only simple cause–effect relations but also ways in which two or more forces can affect the trajectory of an entity in an event.

Drawing on Wolff’s (2003, 2007) force dynamics theory of causal language, we investigate the development of force dynamics representations in children and reconsider the psychologist’s definition of causality given the complexity of the causal relations that constitute everyday events.

**Force Dynamics**

Until recently, force dynamics has been “a neglected field of study” (Talmy, 1988) in semantics, as well as in spatial understanding, event perception, and language development. Event perception research has traditionally emphasized the perception of causality from a Michottean perspective (Michotte, 1963), relying on direct causal events in which one object (i.e., agent) contacts a stationary object (i.e., patient), causing the patient to immediately move along the agent’s trajectory while the agent ceases movement. The spatiotemporal contiguity between the two movements creates the perception of causality. Evidence for the primacy of spatiotemporal features in causal perception has yielded promising results with both adults (e.g., Choi & Scholl, 2006; Fugelsang, Roser, Corballis, Gazzaniga, & Dunbar, 2006).
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2005; Schlotmann, Ray, Mitchell, & Demetriou, 2006) and infants (e.g., Carey, 2009; Cohen & Amsel, 1998; Leslie & Keeble, 1987; Muentener & Carey, 2010; Newman, Choi, Wynn, & Scholl, 2008; Oakes, 1994; Rakison & Krogh, 2012; Saxe et al., 2005; Saxe et al., 2007; Shultz, 1982). Many have used such findings to support a mechanist account of causal perception, in which the transmission of some physical quantity (e.g., energy, momentum) is considered necessary and sufficient for the perception of causal interactions (see Shultz, 1982).

While such conclusions might reflect a valid part of causal knowledge, they are limited with respect to the full array of causal interactions. Other factors relevant to the interpretations of complex causal events have not been explained. For example, a vital component of a causal event, the spatial array of forces (e.g., the angle of an object’s movement after collision), has recently been shown to be influential to causal perception in adults (Straube & Chatterjee, 2010; Wolff, 2007). Moreover, previous research has focused primarily on one-force causal interactions, yet the environment often contains multiple kinetic forces working in concert. Extending the analysis of causality into these more complicated scenarios may reveal a greater range of development in these representations.

Building on work by Talmy (1985, 1988) and Jackendoff (1990), a recent theory addresses the limitations of previous mechanist accounts of causality (Wolff, 2003, 2007). The force dynamics model makes improvements on previous research by taking into account the multiple forces that underlie the full array of causal events. Force dynamics expands our view of cause, distinguishing among the types of cause: Cause (one force that moves an object), Enable (a secondary force that promotes motion in the intended direction), and Prevent (a secondary force that hinders motion in the intended direction; Wolff, 2003). (We choose “enable” rather than “help” to be in accord with the force dynamics literature; e.g., Sloman, Barbey, & Hotaling, 2009; Wolff, 2003, 2007.) For example, when a boat is moving toward a port, a secondary force, “the wind,” might prevent the boat from doing so by changing its direction. In contrast, if the boat were hit by a ship moving in the intended direction, the force of the ship would enable the boat to reach port. Wolff and colleagues found that adults correctly map causal verbs onto events through the identification of these three event classes (Cause, Enable, and Prevent), supporting the theory that causality has different category-level representations (Wolff, 2003, 2007; Wolff & Song, 2003; Wolff, Song, & Driscoll, 2002). It appears that these causal categories are codified in a number of languages. For example, Wolff, Klettke, Ventura, and Song (2005) showed that English, German, Russian, Spanish, and Arabic all use verbs to express Cause, Enable, and Prevent relations. The authors concluded that these expressions of causal relations are not unique to English. Here, we borrow Wolf’s terminology of the force dynamics of causal language and adjust it to assess preschool children’s perception of forces and their interactions in complex causal scenes.

Understanding an Object’s Trajectory and Integrating Forces in Childhood

Infants in their 1st year of life expect motion events to have causes (e.g., Harding & Golinkoff, 1979) and have some knowledge of an object’s trajectory in such events, even when a portion of the object’s path is occluded (Johnson et al., 2003; Kotovsky & Baillargeon, 2000; Muentener & Carey, 2010; Spelke, Philips, & Woodward, 1995). Yet preschool children often have misconceptions about the trajectories of an object’s motion when causal forces are combined. For example, 4.5- to 5.5-year-old children predicted a straight path rather than a parabolic trajectory when asked to combine momentum and gravity to judge the path of a ball rolling off a table or dropping from a moving train (Kaiser, McCloskey, & Proffitt, 1986; Kaiser, Proffitt, & McCloskey, 1985; but see Hood, 1995, 1998). Moreover, research has shown that even older children have trouble integrating forces to estimate the movement of an object and consequently the result of an event. For example, Pauen (1996) presented elementary schoolchildren (ages between 6 and 10 years) a task in which two forces acted on a target object. The target object was fixed at the center of a circular platform, surrounded by a barrier with an opening. This barrier could be rotated around the platform. Each force was represented by different number of weights resting on small plates connected to the target object by separate cords. In each trial, the experimenter manipulated the number of weights on the plates (magnitude) and the angle between the cords (direction). Children were asked to rotate the barrier to position the opening such that the target would slide through it. Results showed that children younger than 10 years of age seemed to ignore one aspect of the vectors—either magnitude or direction. One intriguing exception is preschool children’s reasoning about the path of a ball exiting a curved tube. Five-year-olds correctly solve this common physics problem, predicting a straight path for the ball; however, following entry into school, children begin attributing
a curved path to the ball, suggesting that such early reasoning is not the robust, sophisticated reasoning seen in adults (Kaiser et al., 1986). Such fallacies about the relations between force and motion persist even into high school (e.g., McDermott & Redish, 1999; Roth, 1990).

To this point, research on force dynamics in childhood has mostly been restricted to knowledge of intuitive physics and nonverbal causal reasoning (for a review, see Wilkening & Cacchione, 2011). However, there is value in also examining how force dynamics is manifested both in event representations and in the corresponding semantic categories of language that both go beyond simplistic pictures of causality. Recent evidence suggests that before producing motion verbs such as cross or jump, children detect the components of motion events (e.g., the trajectory of the movement, the figure of the action, the manner of the figure). That is, they acquire the necessary conceptual basis before they lexicalize different types of events in languages (Göksun, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2010b). Similar conclusions can be drawn about the development of simple causal language.

As Wolff et al. (2005) suggested, many languages represent these complex events in their causal language system. Developmental research has shown that children start using causal verbs such as break and cut in the 2nd year of life, but it is not until age 4 years that they reliably use causal verbs and other causal connectives to describe causal relations (Bowerman, 1974; Clark, 2003; Göksun, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2010a). Interestingly, 4- and 5-year-olds rely on gestures to supplement their speech before they form complete causal sentences. For example, these children represent the instrument of a causal relation only in gesture without mentioning it in speech (Göksun et al., 2010a). Thus, the productive use of causal language lags behind the understanding of simple causes.

According to one view, learning to use different types of causal verbs (Cause, Enable, and Prevent) to talk about causal scenes that integrate various forces requires that children understand complex causal events. Wolff’s (2007) study with adults suggests some characteristics that these representations may contain. His research has shown that the representations of force dynamics underlying language encode both the direction and the magnitude of forces working in concert. Alternatively, exposure to verbs that encode Cause, Enable, and Prevent may encourage children to attend to complex, multiforce events. In other words, although simple causal language may be based on early concepts, learning causal language might help children to move from this basic understanding of causal relations to force dynamic representations (for arguments on a different domain-learning number words and counting, see Lipton & Spelke, 2005). Thus, the examination of children’s understanding of multiple force events sets the stage for determining whether these representations are precursors to force dynamics verbs or whether these semantic categories enhance children’s representations of these events.

The Current Study

Force dynamics defines different classes of causal events and verbs according to different patterns of forces. To make these distinctions among causal events, children must be able to combine and integrate multiple forces. The current state of the field is not clear on whether young children can combine and integrate multiple forces before they productively talk about complex causal relations (Clark, 2003). This study examines how preschoolers evaluate multiple forces and process events in terms of force dynamics. We ask three questions: First, do children between 3.5 and 5.5 years of age understand the impact of one and two forces on an object’s movement and its endpoint? Based on the findings of Pauen (1996), we hypothesize that younger children might be unable to integrate two forces to predict the movement of an object. Second, are children’s predictions equally accurate among the different types of cause (Cause, Enable, Prevent)? We predict that children might represent Cause and Enable relations earlier than Prevent relations, because Prevent involves two contradictory forces. Finally, what types of errors do children make when trying to integrate forces? We analyze children’s errors for each categorical representation to see whether children perseverate on a single force, despite the presence of other forces.

Method

Participants

The final sample consisted of 60 monolingual English-speaking children, balanced for gender and evenly separated into three age groups: 3.5-year-olds (M = 44.64 months, SD = 2.67, range = 40.02–48.08 months), 4.5-year-olds (M = 54.95 months, SD = 3.94, range = 49.06–60.21 months), and 5.5-year-olds (M = 64.86 months, SD = 2.36, range =
61.17–71.0 months). Children were predominantly White and of middle-class families from a Northeastern city in the United States. Based on prior research on children’s understandings of other physical problems (e.g., Kim & Spelke, 1999), and children’s effective use of causal language (e.g., Göksun et al., 2010a), these age groups were chosen to represent the complete developmental trajectory for force dynamics. Additional data from five 3.5-year-olds and one 4.5-year-old were excluded from analysis due to failure to respond during the task (six). In addition, data from one child from each of the older groups were discarded due to experimenter error (two). Finally, nine adults ($M = 28.77$ years, $SD = 4.91$) were recruited to assess adults’ performance on this novel task.

**Materials**

Children’s understanding of causal relations was examined through an interactive board game. The game board ($180 \text{ cm} \times 180 \text{ cm}$) was made of a green felt mat and divided into a $6 \times 6$ grid of $30 \text{ cm} \times 30 \text{ cm}$ squares using masking tape (see Figure 1). A 1.5-in. diameter curved plastic tube (16 in. tall × 5 in. deep) was inserted into a model house so that it entered into the roof and exited out from the front. In all conditions, the first force was provided by the motion of a small foam ball exiting the tube. In Enable and Prevent relations, the hairdryer’s “wind” was used as a secondary force. There were also four colored felt squares ($30 \text{ cm} \times 30 \text{ cm}$). The child was asked to choose the one they liked for marking the final location of the ball. The board was laid on the ground in a quiet room where each child was tested individually. A camera recorded the session for later coding.

**Procedure**

The experiment consisted of two test phases (one- and two-force trials). Each test phase started with a practice trial. The order of the phases (one- and two-force trials) remained constant among children.

**One-force trials: Practice trial.** First, the experimenter presented the task materials and described the game to the child (see Figure 1, top row). Next, the experimenter asked the child to pick her favorite colored square and explained the child’s role in the game: “The goal of the game is to guess where the ball will stop. You are the player and will guess where the ball goes and stops on these squares.” Then, the house was put on one of the board’s grid squares, with the end of the tube in line with the edge of the next square. The experimenter drew the child’s attention to the tube saying, “Wow, do you see the long chimney and how it goes through the house and comes out the side?” Finally, the experimenter took the ball and held it over the top of the tube, asking the child where she thought the ball would exit and how far it would travel. After the child put the colored square on the felt mat, the experimenter said, “Watch what happens when I drop the ball from here (the top of the tube). Did you see how it goes? See how it came out from here (showing the curved part of the tube—the door of the house)?” Next, the experimenter asked the child to drop the ball from the tube so that the child was familiar with the procedure and the weight of the ball.

After being familiarized with the task materials, the experimenter placed the house on a different square and asked the same question as before, now requiring the child to put the colored square (the same size as one of the grid squares) on the grid square where she thought the ball would land. The child was permitted to place the colored square anywhere, including locations off the board, although such responses were not encouraged from the outset. The child was asked to step aside and told to watch where the ball stopped. The experimenter dropped the ball from the chimney and the ball stopped on the board. If the child was incorrect, the experimenter would encourage the child to try again and would repeat the action one more time. The practice trial ensured that the child was familiar with the materials and attuned to the movement of the ball with one force. If a child failed in the second practice trial, the experimenter explained the procedure one more time and ensured that the child understood the task by asking the child to point at the end state of the ball.

**One-force trials: Test trials.** Phase 1 of the test contained three simple Cause trials, in which the experimenter was the only cause of the action (one-force trials). The house was placed in different positions and turned in either horizontal or diagonal directions as shown in Figure 1. By manipulating the orientation of the house, we examined whether children’s integration of forces was dependent on any specific spatial orientation. The child either received two horizontal trials and one diagonal trial or two diagonal trials and one horizontal trial in a counterbalanced order. For each location, the child made a prediction using the colored square and the experimenter dropped the ball through the tube.

**Two-force trials: Practice trial.** This phase started by introducing the child to the workings of the hairdryer that served as the second force (i.e., the wind) on the ball. The child felt the “wind” by
turning the hairdryer on and placing his or her hand close to the opening. Then, the experimenter put the ball in front of the hairdryer on the mat and turned the hairdryer on to show the child that the wind from the hairdryer moved the ball on the mat. After this introduction and ensuring that the child was still engaged in the game, the house and the hairdryer were positioned on the board for a practice trial. The hairdryer was lined up flush to the middle of the left edge of the square in front (15 cm) of the fort, with the wind blowing across the front of the house. The experimenter turned on the hairdryer and then rested his hand on top of the tube. Then, the child was asked where the ball would land and to put his or her colored square on the grid. After the child placed his or her colored square, the experimenter dropped the ball through the tube. The child was again asked to step aside and told to watch where the ball stopped. If a child was incorrect, the experimenter would encourage the child to try again and repeat the action one more time. The experimenter always ensured that the child followed where the ball landed by asking the child to point at the end state of the ball. In this

Figure 1. The board game setup with the model house, hairdryer, and materials (top row) and sample Cause, Enable, and Prevent trials (one- and two-force trials). The yellow arrows represent the direction of the ball exiting the model house (initial force) and the red arrows represent the direction of the hairdryer (secondary force). In prevent trials, the left picture is the “opposing” Prevent and the right picture is the “perpendicular” Prevent. See the online version of this article for Figure 1 in color.
second practice trial for two forces, the experimenter confirmed that the child saw the movement of the ball with the second force.

Two-force trials: Test trials. One Cause trial with the hairdryer, two Enable trials, and two Prevent trials were presented in a counterbalanced order using the same script as above. In the new Cause trial, the hairdryer was located two squares in front of the house (60 cm) and pointed back toward the house (in this case the hairdryer is the Cause). Both the edge of the tube and the end of the hairdryer were lined up centered and flush with the edge of a grid square. The ball was put in the center of the square directly in front of the hairdryer (15 cm) and the child was asked to predict the endpoint of the ball when only the hairdryer acted upon it.

In Enable trials, the house was placed flush with the edge of a grid square and the hairdryer was either placed next to the house (15 cm from center of tube to center of hairdryer) or under the house (the center of the tube 10 cm above the center of the hairdryer). The ball exiting the house was propelled along its initial line of motion by the hairdryer in either case. Each child received one diagonal and one horizontal trial.

In Prevent trials, the ball’s motion upon exiting the house was precluded by the hairdryer, located either opposite the house (“opposing Prevent”) or perpendicular to the house (“perpendicular Prevent”). In the opposing Prevent, the hairdryer was two squares in front of the house (60 cm) facing back toward the house. In perpendicular prevent trials, the hairdryer was lined up flush to the middle of the left edge of the square in front (15 cm) of the fort, with the wind blowing across the front of the tube. These relations were both classified as Prevent because they prevented the ball from continuing on its original of motion. In the Enable and Prevent trials, both the experimenter and the hairdryer were forces acting upon the ball (two-force trials; see Figure 1 for sample trials).

Coding and Reliability

The accuracy of children’s responses was coded for each trial. To count as correct, children’s predictions for both the ball’s direction and endpoint were considered. Figure 2 presents the correct and incorrect responses in each trial. For example, a horizontal Cause trial was counted as correct if the child guessed that the ball would stop on the board right in front of the house. That is, a correct response included the prediction that the ball would stop on the first or second grid square in front of the house, as was seen by the child in the warm-up trial. A correct answer in the horizontal Enable trial included the prediction that the ball’s endpoint was at least the third grid square from the house, indicating recognition that the additional force should propel the ball farther than in Cause trials. For the perpendicular Prevent trial in which the hairdryer was located perpendicular to the house, the child’s guess should have been 45° to the right of the ball’s original path. For the opposing Prevent trial, the correct answer should be the grid square directly in front of the house. Although correct responses varied by trial in the number of squares that are considered correct, we believed any resulting bias is minimal. Specifically, the nature of the scheme was categorical, not exact, and so whether the category of “farther than the cause trial” or “shorter than the cause trial” contained one, two, or three possible locations should be of minimal importance. Finally, we coded children’s exact predicted square in relation to the house.

Children’s errors were classified into different types based on the trial. For Cause trials, an error was scored as “no straight path” if the child does not take the ball’s straight motion into account (e.g., predicting the ball would turn sharply left or right) or other (e.g., predicting an area outside the board). For Enable trials, the errors were divided into two types: “no straight path” as before or “no wind’s force” if the child does not take the wind’s force into account (i.e., not predicting an endpoint beyond the Cause trial result). For Prevent trials, the errors could be related to either the straight path or the wind’s force, or both.

To obtain intercoder reliability, 20% of children were coded by a second person who was blind to the task. Agreement between coders was 96% (k = .94, n = 96).

Results

Preliminary Analyses

First, we analyzed adults’ correct predictions to one- and two-force trials. Paired-sample t tests showed that adults’ responses (M_{one-force} = 100 and M_{two-force} = 88.90) were at ceiling for one-force trials and almost at ceiling for two-force trials, yielding no significant difference between trial types, t(8) = 1.84, p > .05. Further analysis indicated no reliable differences between Enable and Prevent trials, p > .05 (M_{Enable} = 88.90 and M_{Prevent} = 88.90). Thus, these results suggest that adults could judge the direction and endpoint of both one- and two-force trials, successfully integrating two forces in this novel task.
Second, a repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) with age (3.5-, 4.5-, and 5.5-year-olds) and gender as between-subject variables, and causal type (Cause, Enable, Prevent) as a within-subject variable indicated no significant main effect of gender or any interactions with gender. Thus, gender was not considered in further analyses.

Predictions in One- and Two-Force Trials

Children’s mean percentage of correct responses to one- and two-force trials was analyzed using a repeated measure ANOVA with age (3.5-, 4.5-, and 5.5-year-olds) as a between-subject variable, and trial type (one- vs. two-force) as a within-subject variable. Results yielded significant main effects of age and trial type as well as an Age × Trial Type interaction, \( F(1, 57) = 44.09, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .34; F(2, 57) = 4.69, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .14; \) and \( F(2, 57) = 3.92, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .12 \), respectively. As shown in Figure 3, post hoc analyses indicated that 5.5-year-olds gave reliably more correct responses than 3.5- and 4.5-year-olds only in two-force trials (Scheffé, \( ps < .03 \)). Further pair-sampled \( t \) tests indicated that 5.5-year-olds were not significantly different from adults in their predictions of one-force or two-force trials, \( t(27) = 1.75, p > .05 \) and \( t(27) = 2.63, p > .05 \), respectively.

Next we analyzed whether the orientation of the model house in relation to the board (horizontal vs. diagonal) affected children’s responses for one-versus two-force trials. For both types of trials, children in all age groups responded significantly better in horizontal directions, \( t(59) = 3.35, p < .05, \) and \( t(59) = 2.56, p < .05, \) respectively (one-force: \( M_{\text{horizontal}} = 93\% \) and \( M_{\text{diagonal}} = 73\% \) and two-force: \( M_{\text{horizontal}} = 68\% \) and \( M_{\text{diagonal}} = 53\% \)).

Predictions in Cause, Enable, Prevent

Children’s responses to different cause types (Cause, Enable, Prevent) showed main effects of age and cause type, \( F(2, 57) = 6.28, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .32, \) and \( F(2, 114) = 28.57, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .21. \) No interaction between age and cause type was found (see Figure 4). Overall, 5.5-year-olds were better than both 3.5- and 4.5-year-olds in predicting the correct direction and endpoint of the ball in all types of trials (Scheffé, \( ps < .05 \)). A further analysis indicated that 5.5-year-olds were not significantly different from adults, except in the Prevent trials, \( t(27) = 2.10, p < .05. \) Children in all age groups were better at predicting the results of Cause compared to Enable and Prevent trials, \( t(59) = 2.053, p < .05, \) and \( t(59) = 7.63, p < .05, \) for Cause–Enable and Cause–Prevent comparisons, respectively. However, results of Enable trials seemed easier to
predict than Prevent trials for both horizontal and diagonal orientations of the model house, $t(59) = 3.09$, $p < .05$, and $t(59) = 3.43$, $p < .05$ (Enable: $M_{\text{horizontal}} = 80\%$ and $M_{\text{diagonal}} = 67\%$ and Prevent: $M_{\text{horizontal}} = 55\%$ and $M_{\text{diagonal}} = 38\%$). Moreover, children in all age groups found the perpendicular Prevent trial harder than the opposing Prevent trial, $t(59) = 3.59$, $p = .01$ ($M_{\text{perpendicular}} = 34\%$ and $M_{\text{opposing}} = 62\%$). Finally, we analyzed children’s exact prediction location for Cause and Enable events. Results indicated that regardless of the age group, children added the wind’s force in Enable trials and predicted a location further away from the house than in Cause trials, $F(1, 52) = 79.71$, $p < .0001$, $\eta^2_p = .61$.

Errors in Prediction

When children erred in the Cause trials they did not consider that the ball should move in a straight path after being dropped into the tube. For Enable relations, younger children made similar prediction errors not taking the straight path into account. Nevertheless, the very few errors 5.5-year-olds made for Enable relations were the result of discounting the second force (the wind) on the ball’s motion. That is, although these children predicted the path correctly, they placed the colored square on the first square in front of the house instead of farther out. Finally, children in all age groups rarely accounted for the second force (i.e., the wind) and perseverated on the person’s force on the ball’s motion for Prevent. Adults made very few errors in the Prevent and Enable relations and all were the result of only taking the second force into account.

Discussion

This study is among the first to go beyond children’s understanding of simple cause and ask how they might integrate the intertwined effects of multiple causal forces. Following Wolff’s theory of force dynamics, we asked preschool-aged children to predict the direction and endpoint of an object in three types of causal relations (Cause, Enable, and Prevent) that constitute the basis for the force dynamics model. Overall, results suggested that to some extent children represent force dynamics in causal events. We found that: (a) children were better at judging the direction and endpoint of one-force trials, with only 5.5-year-olds able to integrate two forces; (b) children at all ages were poorest with Prevent trials; and (c) children disregarded the secondary force (i.e., wind) when judging the endpoint of two-force interactions.

To some extent, children’s knowledge of causal events extends beyond simple collisions among physical objects to a range of possible agents working in concert. The number and direction of forces in causal relations are crucial in predicting the goal of the action. The current study shows that while children are good at reasoning about one-force causal events, they are selectively attentive to secondary forces, incorporating them only if both forces move in the same direction. This characteristic of children’s reasoning reflects their first, simplified rule for integrating forces. Prior research suggests that when asked to judge a rectangle’s area, 3- and 4-year-olds use an additive integration rule (adding the height and width of a rectangle) rather than multiplying them (Cuneo, 1982; see also Schlottmann & Anderson, 1994; Wilkening, 1981; but see Siegler’s (1976) work on balance-beam problems). In addition to these studies, our study suggests that contrary to Piaget’s notion of centration (Piaget, 1955), preschoolers can focus on two dimensions of a task using the additive integration rule. Indeed, only 5.5-year-olds developed beyond this additive strategy predicting the endpoint of the ball for some, but not all, of the two-force relations. They are not yet at adult levels when forces oppose one another.

The results of the Prevent trials shed light on the factors that influence force integration in childhood. In particular, the perpendicular Prevent relations were very difficult for preschool children, likely because the secondary force is at a 90° angle from the initial force. In contrast, when the Prevent event is similar to the Enable one (i.e., when two forces interact by working in the same, singular dimension), children make fewer erroneous predictions. It seems likely, therefore, that the number of dimensions involved in multiple force interactions is an important factor in prediction above and beyond the concordance of forces. This may represent the most difficult hurdle to overcome in the current task.

Previous research demonstrates that children have similar misconceptions in other domains (for a review, see Wilkening & Cacchione, 2011). For example, 4-year-olds have difficulty combining gravity and inertia when predicting where a ball would land after it rolled from a slightly downward slanted ramp. These children predict that the ball would descend in a straight path whereas 6-year-olds correctly predict the ball’s parabolic path (Kim & Spelke, 1999). Hood (1995) presented children with a vertical invisible displacement task, in which they were asked to
find a ball dropped down one of the chimneys connected to three hiding boxes. Before 3 years of age, children did not take the trajectory of the tubes into account and searched for the ball in the box that was directly connected to the chimney where the ball was dropped. In tasks that require the calculation of different dimensions of vectors (weight and angle), even 9- and 10-year-olds have difficulty integrating dimensions (Pauen, 1996). Taken together, our findings provide converging evidence that before age 5, children might perseverate on a single dimension when predicting the direction of an object’s movement. Only after this age do they start considering the second dimension in certain contexts. Thus, children’s conceptions about different variables in physical reasoning (gravity and inertia, integration of dimensions of vectors, and force dynamics) might not emerge until the later elementary school years.

These findings might also reflect an ongoing developmental trajectory in other cognitive domains such as memory and spatial reasoning. Our task not only requires children to integrate vectors and reason about causality but also to store different dimensions in memory and to consider the spatial orientation of the model house (horizontal vs. diagonal). Results from the orientation of the house show that children have difficulty with the diagonal task, possibly related to their emerging spatial reasoning and memory capacity. However, spatial reasoning per se may not be the problem. Children as young as 2 years of age remember the locations of several hidden objects sequentially (Sluzenski, Newcombe, & Satlow, 2004) and found the location of an object when hidden at one location in a circular enclosure (Balcomb, Newcombe, & Ferrara, 2011). Future studies should tease apart the role of these cognitive abilities in evaluating force dynamics among preschoolers.

Caution is required in interpreting the current findings. One question of interest is whether children at this age have enough experience with wind as conveyed by a hair dryer. Informal discussions with parents suggested that the children had experiences with hairdryers and that this was not an issue, but a more systematic investigation is warranted. In addition, in the beginning of the two-force trials, we assured that children felt the wind by turning the hairdryer on and placing their hands close to the opening. Even with these assurances, however, we do not know whether another type of a second force (e.g., another ball) would lead to similar predictions.

Second, for this study, we chose to employ a board game task involving predictions, a rather stringent test of force dynamics. The possibility remains that preschoolers have a basic knowledge of even complex interactions that was not captured by the strict measures employed. Future experiments that present choices for the endpoint of the ball (e.g., will the ball stop on this square or this square?), and do not require children to generate a response, may further enhance our understanding of the state of preschoolers’ knowledge of force dynamics.

Finally, our results hint at the relation between causal concepts and children’s learning of complex causal language. Prior research shows that children do not productively use a full cadre of causal verbs to describe causal actions before ages 4–5 (Bowerman, 1974; Clark, 2003; Göksun et al., 2010a). To use different force dynamics verbs (e.g., Cause: cause, make, set; Enable: help, allow, let; Prevent: block, stop, keep), children might first need to differentiate and conceptualize various causal events represented by force dynamics. Nevertheless, the use of various force dynamics verbs might also direct children’s attention to relevant characteristics of multiple force interactions. That is, language might be a flashlight on force dynamics and might help children form categories of force dynamics in much the same way that number words helps children organize their understanding of counting (e.g., Lipton & Spelke, 2005). Either way, we expect a tight link between the causal events that children reason about and the events that they readily describe using force dynamics verbs. Future studies should examine how and at what age children encode these differences in their linguistic descriptions of events, and the nature of the relation between linguistic and nonlinguistic force dynamics representations.

In conclusion, our findings provide evidence about how preschoolers use force and motion to evaluate the causal relations they witness. Complex causal relations involving the interaction of forces are difficult to interpret before 5 years of age. Finally, this research opens an avenue to examine the relation between children’s understanding of force dynamics and their use of a variety of causal verbs in language.
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